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Deciding Who Leads: How Executive Recruiters Drive, Direct, and Disrupt the Global Search for Leadership TalentNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008


	Leadership recruiting and succession rank as the most pivotal agendas

	for today’s growth-minded, change-oriented organizations. Given the

	risks and rewards inherent in senior-management recruiting, deciding

	who leads is the quintessential challenge faced by boards of directors,

	senior corporate officers, and division or...
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Leadership and Leading Teams in the Lifelong Learning Sector (Professional Development in the Lifelong Learning Sector Series)Learning Matters, 2007

	Imagine you have been given the time and leisure to spend a day wandering

	around a busy Further Education (FE) college in the Lifelong Learning sector.

	You decide to use this opportunity to see what issues are facing people in

	leadership roles at various levels within the organisation. So, as well as finding

	the time to complete...
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Freemium Economics: Leveraging Analytics and User Segmentation to Drive RevenueMorgan Kaufmann, 2014

	Freemium Economics presents a practical, instructive approach to successfully implementing the freemium model into your software products by building analytics into product design from the earliest stages of development.


	Your freemium product generates vast volumes of data, but using that data to maximize conversion, boost...
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I'll Take Learning for 500: Using Game Shows to Engage, Motivate, and TrainPfeiffer, 2006

	I’ll Take Learning for 500 shows you how to leverage the excitement and entertainment inherent in game shows by using them to increase participant involvement as well as information retention and comprehension. This book will help trainers and teachers to select, create, modify, and employ game shows as a powerful, effective...
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Internetworking Technologies Handbook, Fourth EditionCisco Press, 2003
The updated edition of the best-selling all-in-one networking reference provides coverage of
essential and cutting-edge technologies.

Concise overviews of technologies essential to networking professionals at all levels, from
novice to expert.

New chapters include coverage of important topics like VoIP and EAP...
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Website Optimization: Speed, Search Engine & Conversion Rate SecretsO'Reilly, 2008
Remember when an optimized website was one that merely didn't take all day to appear? Times have changed. Today, website optimization can spell the difference between enterprise success and failure, and it takes a lot more know-how to achieve success.
 This book is a comprehensive guide to the tips, techniques, secrets, standards, and methods...
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Machine Learning for Business: Using Amazon SageMaker and JupyterManning Publications, 2020

	Summary

		
			Imagine predicting which customers are thinking about switching to a competitor or flagging potential process failures before they happen
	
			Think about the benefits of forecasting tedious business processes and back-office tasks
	
			Envision quickly gauging customer...
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CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS 210-255 Official Cert Guide (Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2017

	Learn, prepare, and practice for CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam success with this Official Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT Certification learning.

	
		
			Master CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam topics

	
	
		...
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CCNP Remote Access Study Guide Exam 640-505 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
With organizations diverging in ever-increasing numbers from the "big  central headquarters" organizational model and relying more on geographically  distributed work centers, wide area networking (WAN) experts now are in greater  demand than ever before. To prove that you're an expert in WAN connectivity, get your  Cisco Certified...
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Gamification for Employee EngagementImpackt Publishing, 2014

	Strategize, design, and implement gamification to successfully engage your employees


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to successfully implement gamification for your employees
	
		Discover the benefits of gamification within the workplace and how it can enhance working relationships
	...
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South Africa's Post-Apartheid Military: Lost in Transition and Transformation (Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications)Springer, 2020

	This timely book examines how the South African National Defence Force has adapted to the country’s new security, political and social environment since 1994. In South Africa’s changed political state, how has civilian control of the military been implemented and what does this mean for ‘defence in a democracy’? This...
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Deja Review Obstetrics & GynecologyMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	“Flash cards in a book” for the Obstetrics & Gynecology shelf-exam and the USMLE Step 2 CK -- written by students, for students


	". . . well organized and an easy read for the medical student looking to get a concise review on relevant content, material, and concepts tested on the USMLE Step...
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